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• Analyzing subject-level responses during cognitive testing recovers information lost by  
   mean log-RT, the latter being a widely used method for analyzing cognitive  
   performance data
• The ability to correctly classify subjects with schizophrenia or bipolar depression   
   (versus healthy controls) was improved by 4-12 percentage points using ex-Gaussian  
   or Wiener diffusion models of baseline Cogstate data
• In conclusion, modeling subject-level RT distributions is superior to the typical use of  
   single performance metrics and improved analysis methods may increase the statistical  
   power to test specific hypotheses of cognition in clinical trials

BACKGROUND: Drug development clinical trials often include tests of cognition to assess participants’ cognitive 
performance during individual testing sessions. The testing sessions, designed to measure cognitive domains (such as 
psychomotor function, attention, visual learning and working memory) collect subjects’ response data as reaction 
time (RT) and accuracy, and report subject-level metrics (eg, mean log-RT) that are used to quantify cognition. 
We examined whether current approaches using mean log-RT to reduce an individual subject’s performance data 
results in information loss relative to other approaches that more fully model individual subject’s RT distributions, 
and thereby reduce the power to test specific hypotheses of cognition. 
METHODS: Reaction times were extracted from subject-level performance data during computerized cognitive 
tests (Cogstate tests of Detection, Identification, One Card Learning, One Back). Data from 7 drug development 
clinical trials (schizophrenia, bipolar depression, N=1,890 subjects) were compared to normative data obtained 
from healthy subjects (N=7,108). Parameters describing subject-level RT distributions were obtained by Bayesian 
estimation of population models using either ex-Gaussian or Wiener diffusion model residual likelihoods. 
Information loss was examined by comparing the ability of single parameter mean log RT to reject null hypotheses 
of cognition versus the parameters of RT distribution models (ex-Gaussian, Wiener Diffusion Model).  Here we 
evaluated the sensitivity and specificity of the discrimination (AUC) between subjects with schizophrenia or bipolar 
depression versus healthy subjects. 
RESULTS: An individual subject participating in a cognitive test session performed approximately 170-180 responses 
across the 4 tests. Subject-level RT distributions were well-described by ex-Gaussian and Wiener diffusion models, 
resulting in parameter estimates for each subject. The sensitivity/specificity of cognitive performance data alone 
to classify adults with schizophrenia or bipolar depression from healthy subjects was improved for each task. For 
example, correctly categorizing disease status was improved for the diffusion model versus mean log-RT, with AUC 
values of 81% vs. 77% for Identification, 78% vs. 69% for One Card Learning, and 74% vs. 62% for Detection. 
DISCUSSION: Analyzing subject-level responses during cognitive testing recovers information lost by mean log-RT, 
the latter being most typically used in analyses of cognitive performance data. The ability to separate individuals 
with schizophrenia or bipolar depression from healthy controls using cognitive domains was improved by 4-12 
percentage points across cognition tasks.  In conclusion, modeling subject-level RT distributions is superior to the 
typical use of single performance metrics and improved analysis methods may increase the statistical power to test 
specific hypotheses of cognition in clinical trials.  
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• Drug development clinical trials often include tests of cognition to assess participants’ cognitive performance  
   during individual testing sessions
• The testing sessions, designed to measure cognitive domains (such as psychomotor function, attention, visual  
   learning and working memory) collect subjects’ response data as reaction time (RT) and accuracy, and report  
   subject-level metrics (eg, mean log-RT) that are used to quantify cognitive performance
• Over the past 15-20 years, Bayesian estimates using either ex-Gaussian or Wiener diffusion model residual  
   likelihoods have become increasingly influential as a methodology for modeling the psychological and neural  
   aspects of processes involved in cognitive decision making
• We examined whether a commonly used analytic approach, using mean log-RT, results in information loss  
   relative to other approaches that more fully model individual subject’s RT distributions 
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• To test whether RT distribution models (ex-Gaussian and Wiener Diffusion Models), as compared to single  
   parameter (mean log-RT), are better able to discriminate performance on the Cogstate in subjects with a  
   diagnosis of schizophrenia or bipolar depression versus healthy controls

• Reaction times (RT) were extracted from subject-level performance data during the Cogstate battery, a widely  
   used computerized cognitive test
• Cogstate tests consisted of Detection (assessing psychomotor function), Identification (assessing attention),  
   One Card Learning (assessing visual learning), One Back (assessing working memory); Note: the One Back task  
   was not included in the current investigation because no healthy control data were available for this task)
• Because the Cogstate Detection task has a single component (reaction time), the diffusion model is  
   not identifiable, therefore the shifted Wald diffusion model was utilized for this task
• Baseline Cogstate data from 7 clinical trials in patients with a diagnosis of schizophrenia or bipolar depression  
  were compared to normative data obtained from healthy subjects

• Parameters describing subject-level RT distributions were obtained by Bayesian estimation of population models  
   using Wiener diffusion model residual likelihoods
• We evaluated the sensitivity and specificity of the 2 analytic methods for categorizing subjects with a diagnosis of  
   schizophrenia or bipolar depression versus healthy subjects:
        (1) single parameter (mean log RT) versus 
        (2) the parameters of RT distribution models (ex-Gaussian, Wiener Diffusion models; and Wald diffusion model  
              for the Detection task)
• Specifically, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used to evaluate the performance characteristics  
   (sensitivity, specificity) of each analytic method for detecting a difference in Cogstate function between the clinical  
   group and the healthy control group
• Area Under the ROC Curve (AUCROC) was reported to summarize overall accuracy of each analytic approach

Wiener Diffusion Model: Example of Bayesian-derived parameters characterizing subject-level RT distributions
• The response time distribution is characterized by 4 main parameters (see Fig. 1, below):
• z = initial response bias; the subject’s a priori expectation/bias about the upcoming stimulus
• a= response caution threshold (how “conservative” the subject is in deciding on their response)
• ν = drift parameter (a subject’s information processing/cognitive speed)
• tο = the non-decision-related parameters: decoding the stimulus, motor response time
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